


A strip of paradise on Earth gracefully welcomes Atlantis Bay, suspended amongst the varying
shades of blue from the clearest sky to the deepest sea. The hotel is characterized by a
distinctive architectural style that brings to mind an ancient fishing village. Large terraces catch
the eye and descend along the majestic cliff of the Mermaids Bay until they reach the
Mediterranean Sea. A most spectacular landscape to be enjoyed directly from the terrace of
your room or from the hotel’s waterfront platform, an intimate and relaxing alternative to the
beach. Atlantis Bay is the only hotel in the Mermaids Bay, this unique location and the magical
silence ensure an intimate and relaxing stay.



Atlantis Bay is embraced by the Pearl of the Mediterranean, the historic town of Taormina,
where the art and culture of ancient times blend with the beauty of a lush natural landscape.
From the Ancient Theater and the charming Mermaids Bay to the narrow, medieval streets
and gastronomic traditions, Taormina is a treasure chest waiting to be discovered, enclosing
the true essence of the Sicilian land.
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76 rooms and suites, united by an unmistakable common theme: a spectacular view of the sea.
The marine style of the recently renovated and modernized rooms is characterized by soft,
relaxing colors. Gentle reflections of water and golden light make these refined and elegant
settings the perfect place for a rejuvenating and restful experience.

5 French Rooms
16 Superior Rooms
31 Deluxe Rooms

14 Junior Suite
9 Suite
1 Atlantide Suite



Three different settings await guests with varying options designed to satisfy their culinary
desires in each moment of the day while enjoying a front row seat to the spectacle of the
Mediterranean. Start your day on the sweeter side with an indulgent breakfast overlooking
the sea. Delicious midday snacks, refreshing drinks, and light lunches are served at the Beach
Bar. As the sun sets, the terrace of Dioniso Bar becomes the perfect place for a very special
aperitif. Finally, immerse yourself in the breathtaking view of the Mermaids Bay at the
Ippocampo Restaurant and delight in a gourmet dinner, where wholesome Mediterranean
cuisine is expertly revisited with a modern touch.



Receptions, meetings, exclusive gatherings, and events find the perfect setting in Atlantis Bay.
Illuminated by natural sunlight and characterized by an exceptional view of the sea, the meeting
rooms offer fully equipped and flexible spaces, perfect for hosting both small business meetings
and larger events. Romantic occasions and special receptions become even more unforgettable
when celebrated on the Atlantis Bay platform. An intimate, waterfront view of the Mermaids
Bay immersed in the exceptional beauty of the surrounding natural landscape.



Wellness packages, treatments, massages, and saunas await you at the Hyd'or Wellness
Center, a serene space dedicated to relaxation and psychophysical regeneration. To complete
the wellness facilities, an extraordinary fitness area is available every day to keep in shape
without ever having to give up the view of the Sea.



The exclusive swimming pool, equipped solarium and Beach Bar reserve every comfort for
guests, who will experience the Mediterranean in a unique setting of great charm. A dedicate
Guest Assistant will be at your service, ready to suggest new itineraries and magical excursions
in Taormina and the surrounding area. Explore and discover the Sicilian lands and live
unforgettable experiences, from trekking on Mount Etna to body rafting and discovering the
Alcantara Gorges, from relaxing days aboard a yacht exploring the stunning coastline to an
evocative tour in an antique Fiat 500 exploring the infamous places featured in “The
Godfather”.



Via Nazionale, 161 – 98030 Taormina (ME)
T. +39 0942 610 0 11 - atlantis.booking@vretreats.com - www.atlantisbay.it
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ATLANTIS BAY ROOMS INVENTORY 2022

ROOM 
CATEGORY

ROOM SIZE BEDDING 
TYPE

MAX 
OCCUPANCY

EXTRABED/
COT UNITS

Superior Sea View 25 m2 Queen  size bed 
Twin Beds available

2 - 16

Deluxe Sea View 27 m2 Queen  size bed 
Twin Beds available

3 1 Single extrabed
or 1 cot

31

Junior Suite 
Sea View

37 m2 Queen  size Bed 
Twin Beds available

3 1 Sofabed
or 1 cot

14

Suite Sea View 47 m2 Queen  size Bed 
4

(2 ad+ 2 chd
or 3 ad +1 chd) 

1 Sofabed
or 1 cot

7

Suite Executive 47 m2 Queen  size Bed 
4

(2 ad+ 2 chd
or 3 ad +1 chd) 

1 Sofabed
or 1 cot

2

Atlantide Suite 100 m2 Queen size bed 2 - 1


